
TTE membership  
 
 
Background: 
 
You have probably started receiving requests from TTE to renew your membership 
for TTE’s 2020/21 membership year, which starts on 1 August. 
 
This process doesn’t normally start until after TTE’s AGM (which, amongst other 
things, sets the fees for the following season). 
However, although the TTE AGM is still going ahead (remotely/virtually on Saturday 
18 July), the various propositions (including the fees) have been withdrawn. 
Instead, the fees are to be kept at the current rates: 
-adults £16 
-juniors £8  
 
 
The normal position: 
 
We (LDTTL) set our fees to include the TTE amounts, and, if you have not already 
paid the TTE fee yourself (perhaps if you play in another league that starts sooner or 
if you have a licence enabling you to play in TTE competitions), we make the 
payment to TTE on your behalf. 
This usually happens the weekend or so before LDTTL league play commences (this 
ensures that you are a TTE member, are covered by the insurance policy, and that 
we can record your results on the system [which doesn’t allow us to record the 
results for any player who is not a paid member of TTE]). 
 
If you have already paid the TTE fee, and then pay LDTTL the full amount, you would 
effectively be paying the TTE element twice and so we refund that money (via your 
club, usually at the end of the season). 
 
 
The current position: 
 
As I have said, TTE is encouraging you to renew your membership. 
It is clearly concerned about what could be a significant loss of income (some £400k 
in 2019/20, representing 10% of total income). 
Sandra Deaton (Chair) has set out the benefits to players of being members; if you 
have not received this direct it can be found on the TTE website. 
It is fair to say that we (LDTTL) have received funding for initiatives/projects (such as 
Ping and BeTT) in recent years and are currently bidding for further BeTT funding. 
 
There is an added complication this year, in that the membership categories are 
changing. 
The old associate category is being split into two new categories (supporter and club 
player), and the other two categories are being renamed. 
 
The new membership categories: 
 
For 2020/21 and beyond there will be four categories: 
-supporter (for the likes of me, an official who does not play at all) 
-club player (for the likes of Tim, who practises at KP but doesn’t play in the league) 
-compete (for players who play in the league [formerly Player]) 
-compete plus (for players who also play in tournaments etc [formerly Licence]) 



The potential problem: 
 
In the present circumstances, with uncertainty about when (or even if at all) we will 
be able to recommence something like normal league activity in 2020/21, we are not 
asking for any fees from you. 
 
This means, unless players renew their membership themselves, they will not be 
members of TTE and, crucially, they will not be covered by the TTE insurance policy. 
 
That in turn means that, when we are able to resume practising in clubs/venues (we 
will reach this stage before we are able to resume organised competitive play), 
players will be doing so at their own risk (unless they have their own personal injury 
insurance cover or that is provided by the club/venue). 
 
 
Proposed (partial) solution: 
 
We are going to convert all the registered players for 2019/20 (both senior and 
junior/development leagues) to the new club player category for 2020/21. 
 
This category, for 2020/21 only, is free and includes public liability insurance 
(covering a player for [accidental] damage caused to another player). 
 
However, it doesn’t include personal injury cover, so if a player wants to play/practise 
before we get organised competitive play up and running, and be covered for 
damage caused to themselves (i.e. personal injury) they will need to either: 
-renew themselves as a Compete or Compete Plus member, or 
-ensure they are otherwise covered; or 
-play at their own risk 
 
As and when we are able to get organised competitive play up and running, we will 
set fees accordingly and raise the membership level of registered players to 
Compete. 
 
 
Peter Wilson 
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